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ABSTRACT: Solar energy is one of the natural energy sources are widely available in a lot of areas which can
be used in many important industrial and domestic applications. The solar energy provides clean unpolluted
energy by using solar thermal systems. In the last century, the pollution problem in water and air cause
limitation in the electro-water plant. It became necessary to find solutions to these problems that directly
affect human life. This paper presents explores the different methods such as single and double slope solar still
to improve the efficiency and productive for systems solar by using solar energy. Many authors studied
different pollution treatment systems by different fields using solar energy such as water desalination and
heating with different geometric designs and techniques using or without collectors which called active and
passive solar systems. Several researchers used heater water by using solar parabolic trough collectors to
increase production efficiency with consideration to reduce the cost of manufacturing.
Key Words: Index. Solar Desalination, Solar Still, Solar thermal Collector

Introduction
parameters; ambient air velocity, thickness of the
In last years, many researchers have been looking
PCM, the brackish water depth on the exergy
for renewable energies such as wind, solar and
destruction, the latent heat storage reduces the
other energies that are available in nature, which
exergy efficiency and increases the water
are usually widely available in different regions.
productivity[3]. The increasing popularity (PTSCs)
The yield from the solar systems (active or
parabolic trough solar collectors is due to their
passive) depends upon meteorological, and design
increased efficiency as compared to photovoltaics
and
operational
parameters.
However,
which effort to evaluate the effectivity of a
meteorological parameters can't be controlled by
designed 5-m length PTSC model. The collecting
human. They introduced empirical study to
heat from stainless steel and water was working
improve productivity of the still, they found that
fluid. The proposed model explained depending
the still productivity depends on solar radiation
on a yearly scale results registered with respect to
intensity, atmospheric temperature, basin water
average outlet and inlet temperatures, and surface
depth, wind velocity , thickness and its inclination,
temperatures. It was observed that best outlet
the heat capacity and glass cover material of still.
temperatures are from 93 - 103 °C. Experiments
They indicative the still with black light cotton
done for flow rates of 0.4 L/M, 0.8 L/M and 1.2
cloth material was more productive [1]. The
L/M, [4]. A design model (PTSC) parabolic trough
design of photovoltaic thermal (PVT) in double
solar collector for process heat and adoption of
slope active solar still was modified. moreover,
new processes. The new model avoids structural
they modified the performance of system under
deformations on the module PTSC. Moreover, it
conditions in natural and forced circulation mode
was designed so that the implemented optimally
(parallel and series) to increase the production to
for low power consumption and optimal logistics
1.4 times than that for (PVT) single slope hybrid
labor, time and manufacturing cost to be with the
active still. In the forced mode maximum
best feature of weight stiffness and weight
productivity was (7.54 kg/day) for the parallel
strength ratios of this type of PTSC module [5].
configuration system. They observed energy
The phase change materials which using as
payback time is significantly reduced by almost
storage medium in solar energy leading to
30% in present design with less capital
increasing energy efficiencies for system solar still
investment [2]. Magnitude of exergy loss during
[6].
the period of heat storage/retrieve determined by
This paper deals with solar energy and its
exergy analysis of a passive still with heat storage
most important uses in industrial and domestic
system. Moreover, phase change substance used
applications, especially in the field of desalination
as Paraffin wax to store/retrieve energy in the
to provide drinking water in remote areas.
changing process from solid to liquid state. The
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Solar thermal collectors
carried out in the autumn or winter and the total
S. D. Odeh et al, (2006) Made a
efficiency can be 0.9. [10]
simulation of parabolic trough solar collector
P. D. Tagle-Salazar
et
al, (2018)
system and investigated the optimization of
investigated
the HT model analysis using
performance of system. The parabolic trough
nanofluids of thermal performance of parabolic
collector with a back-up boiler, a glass envelope
trough solar collectors. The mathematical analysis
receiver, and a thermal storage tank was
of model was to predict the thermal behavior of a
thermally simulated. The results indicated good
parabolic trough solar (PTC) using nanofluids. The
accuracy compared to an existing transient model
simulation and experimental results are compared
for a parabolic trough collector utilized in a solar
together under similar and identical conditions.
power plant. Moreover, the results indicated that
The results showed a good agreement in addition
the thermal storage tank size should not be lower
using of single-phase and Nusselt-correlation in
than 14.5 l/m2 of collector area to prevent
the simulations gaves a strong degree of similarity
instability in process heat during transient
and introduced a small difference between
radiation periods.[7]
them.[11]
. D. Korres et al, (2018)
R.V. Padilla et al, (2011) Studied the heat transfer
Investigated of
the thermal efficiency
of parabolic trough solar receiver. They suggested
improvement using compound parabolic trough
model with a detailed radiative heat transfer
solar collector with a nanofluid with laminar flow
investigation and more precise heat transfer
conditions. The studied nanofluid was 800/CuO
correlations.
Syltherm with 5% nanoparticle volumetric
Envelope and receiver divided to several
concentration and the temperature range is 25 segments where energy and mass balance applied
300oC.The study performed in SolidWorks
for each segment. Results indicated smooth
Simulation Studio utilizing a developed CFD
harmony with experimental and other heat
model. It was observed that using of nanofluids in
transfer models. It is observed a 41.8% reduce of
compound parabolic trough solar collector
convective heat loss gives an improvement in
increases the thermal efficiency with a little
performance of the heat transfer model. This
penalty in the pumping work [12].
model is very good for calculation of collector
Q.F. Chen et al, (2019) investigated the
efficiency and heat loss under different selective
experimentally the performance of a small PTC
flow, coating, and operating conditions [8]. G.
solar system in winter time. The performance the
Kumaresan et al, (2012) studied experimentally
system is composed of ventilation pipelines and
the performance of a parabolic solar trough
parabolic
trough
collector
has
been
collector with a thermal energy storage system.
experimentally investigated. The automatic solarThey conducted a performance study of (PTC) and
tracking device heating the air stream in the tube
the storage system. The collector’s charging
collector and then driven to the test chamber. The
efficiency, instantaneous efficiency, energy stored
results indicated that for the insulated room
in the storage tank, the overall system efficiency
located in latitude 39.87°N, the thermal efficiency
and energy collected by the PTC evaluated during
was above 60% for the parabolic trough collector
a full sunny day. The results observed through the
(PTC) device. This kind of active solar system
study indicates that only minimizing the heat loss
introduces a promising technology in the regions
could provide acceptable performance. [9]
not far north of the earth if considered that the
Z. h. Liu et al, (2014) Investigated the
heat loss is reduced effectively in the outdoor
novel integrated solar desalination system with
pipelines for the future,.[13]
multi-stage evaporation/heat recovery processes.
Solar Desalination System.
The novel system was designed and tested in their
This type is conventional solar system
work. The system operates under bar tropic and
which uses solar energy naturally through solar
atmospheric pressure. All the four units pocesses
radiation falling on the system and it is the source
a
seawater
tank
and
one
solar
of solar energy only, so that called the passive
collecting/desalination panel at least mainly
solar type. There are a lot of researchers and
comprising a simplified (Compound Parabolic
studies interested in the development of passive
Concentrator) CPC. A glass tube evacuated
solar rigs.
collector, freshwater yielding performances and
N. TIWARI et al, (1984) conducted a
heat collecting of the whole system are
numerical study on transient performance of a
investigated for different conditions. It is observed
single basin solar with water flowing over the
experimentally that the yield in the solar collector
cover. The single basin solar transient theory
reach 1.25 kg/h/ m2 for the experiments are
included the effect of water outflow over glass
Research Paper
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cover is investigated .The system production is
were more than 99%, The stills were also
doubled by reducing the cover of the glass
successful in removing bacteria more than 99.9%
temperature by flowing water at a uniform
from the water, The single-basin stills can
velocity over it.
produce high quality from drinking water [18]
The results indicates a remarkable
A.A.EI –Sebaii et al, (2009) Studied the
decrease in temperature of the glass cover. The
thermal performance of a single basin solar still
temperature of glass and that of flowing water
with PCM as a storage medium Numerical. With
over the glass cover are nearly equal. Moreover,
and without phase change material (PCM) under
gives some amount of heat to the flowing water
the basin liner of the still the transient
makes the glass cover cooller and speeds up the
mathematical models were presented for a single
condensation process [14].
slope-single basin solar still. Numerical
A. KUMART et al, (1992) Studied the
investigation has been introduced using stearic
modeling and performance of a tubular multi wick
acid as a PCM on typical winter and summer days.
solar still. The new design of a tubular multi wick
The mass effect of the PCM on the daily efficiency
solar still was proposed and investigated.
and productivity of the still for different masses
Theoretical analysis along with the energy balance
basin water investigated. The results showed the
equations for simple multi wick and tubular solar
PCM acts as a heat source for the basin water after
stills are presented. The results observed the
sunset until the early morning of the following
proposed design gave distillate output more than
day. Also the daylight productivity was found to
of the conventional basin type solar still. Also the
decrease slightly with increasing PCM, but the
heat transfer coefficients are strong functions of
overnight and daily productivities are significantly
temperature. As well the performance of the
increasing with increasing the mass PCM [19].
system reduced when the effect of mass flow
A. Ahsan et
al, (2009)
studied
rate.[15]
experimentally the production model of new
H. Al-Hinai et al, (2002) investigated
tubular solar still and its productivity
mathematical models used to compare the
characteristics. The new (TSS) designed using
productivity of double-effect and single-effect
lightweight and cheap materials. The old TSS
solar stills under different climatic and some
concerned with the design of the new TSS.
design parameters. The 23o cover tilt angle and
Moreover, the theoretical models development for
0.1 m insulation thickness. The study showed the
evaporation from the water surface and inner
average annual solar still yield for the doublesurface condensation of the cover inside the TSS.
effect solar still was greater than the type of
The performance of condensation coefficient
single-effect. Moreover the cost investigation
results due to the thermal resistance between the
showed that a double-effect solar still produces
humid air and condensate liquid film are
distilled water at lower cost than a single-effect as
proportional inversely to the dry air pressure
15.7%.[16]
fraction. As well one important factor was solar
R. Tripathi et al, (2003) investigated
radiation which is the most influential parameter
experimentally the performance evaluation of the
on productivity of TSS. The depth of water has
still using the concept of solar fractionation. The
high effectiviness on the productivity of TSS. It is
experimental validation of the model developed
deduced that the present condensation and
earlier has been carried out for design and
evaporation models are the most viable tool for
climatic parameters. It I noticed that the solar
estimating the daily production of a TSS [20].
fraction plays a very important role in thermal
K. Murugavel et al, (2010) introduced a
modeling of the still. In addition, the solar fraction
single basin double slope solar still with less basin
plays a very significant role at a lower value of the
depth and energy storing materials. It was made
solar altitude angle. Moreover, the change in the
of mild steel plate and tested with different
height of the north wall for a same basin area and
sensible heat storage materials like quartzite rock,
the width of the still for a given height of the still
cement concrete pieces, red brick pieces, washed
has the effect on the daily output [17].
stones, iron scraps and a layer of water. The
A. Hanson et al, (2004) studied the
model is applied to validate the results precisely.
performance of single-basin stills for the removal
The results indicated that there is a good
of a selected group of bacteriological , inorganic,
agreement between the theoretical production
and organic contaminates. The still was designed
rate using thermal model and experimental.
proved for successful in removing non-volatile
results. Also the still with quartzite rock is the
contaminants from the water and the stills were
effective basin material. [21]
successful in removing bacteria.The results
F. F. Tabrizi et al, (2010) studied
showed the removal efficiencies to contaminates
experimentally the weir-type cascade solar still
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with built-in latent heat thermal energy storage
obtained with 0.01m water depth in still basin in
system. A two cascade stills with and without
the DS solar still at north-south orientation. Also,
latent heat thermal energy storage system were
the decrease in depth of basin water gives
investigated in sunny and cloudy days. The effect
increase in productivity of the still [25].
of flow rate was investigated on the total
T. Arunkumar et al, (2013) Designed
productivity of stills during five sunny days and
concentrator coupled solar still with PCM to
Paraffin wax was selected as the phase change
augmentation of distillate yield. A two operation
material (PCM) which acts as a latent heat thermal
modes been experimentally studied. The first was
energy storage system (LHTESS). The results
a single-slope solar still without the phase change
indicated that using weir on each step of the stills
material (PCM) effect. The second was a singleresults in a forced flow and increases the
slope solar still with the PCM effect. The PCM
residence time and the total productivity of still.
acted as a heat source for the water basin to
These results showed in sunny days that without
maintain the temperature difference with the
LHTESS was slightly higher than that of with
cover. PCM becomes more effective at lower
LHTESS.[ 22]
masses of the water basin during low sunshine
A . Ahsan et al, (2010) investigated the
hours. The experimental results indicated that the
design of mass and heat transfer model of Tubular
effect of thermal storage in the hemispherical
Solar Still (TSS). The new heat and mass transfer
concentrator coupled basin solar still increases
model of a (TSS) Tubular Solar Still was
the productivity by 26%. They concluded that the
introduced by taking account of the humid air
productivity greatly increased due to the still
inside the still. Resulted that, the proposed model
integrated with PCM [26].
enabled calculation the diurnal variations of the
M. Zerrouki et al, (2014) investigated a
water vapor density, temperature, and relative
capillary film SS coupled with a conventional solar
humidity of the humid air. Also, to predict the
still in south Algeria. The brackish water was used
condensation
flux
hourly
besides
the
in the study. He evaluated the performance of the
temperatures of the cover, water, and trough, and
system and compared with that of conventional
the evaporation flux hourly. The results show the
solar still under the same conditions. The results
verification the proposed model verified in order
observed through the study the distillate yield of
to access the calculation accuracy of the proposed
the present still was higher than the conventional
model. [23]
type under the same meteorological conditions.
Ali A. F et al.
(2012), studied
Moreover, he found the productivity of the solar
experimentally the performance analysis of a solar
still was sensitive to the area ratio between the
distillation system with PCM storage. The
receiving surface of basin liner and the evaporator
empirical work were performed under Indian
plate [27].
climatic conditions during the April to May 2011.
H. M. Ahmed et al, (2014) An
The results observed the productivity of solar still
experimental study in the effect of different
integrated with Lauric acid is 22% more than the
configurations on solar still productivity .Three SS
solar still integrated with Myristic acid. Rather
with identical basin dimensions and shape.
than, the results found the changing in the phase
Different cover configuration been designed and
of the thermal storage material has a high impact
constructed. The first solar still has a single slope
on the productivity of the system [24].
cover. The second solar still has a double slope
M.R. Rajamanickam
et
al, (2012)
cover. The third solar still has a pyramid shaped
investigated the water depth Influence on internal
cover. Comparison been made in order to identify
mass and heat transfer in a double slope solar still
and explore configuration effect on still
in the single basin (DS) double slope solar. The
productivity. The experiments have been carried
research included the influence of different
out under the actual outdoor conditions south of
environmental and operational parameters on the
Kuwait city of August. The pyramid type has the
still productivity. The environmental parameters
highest productivity and this is because the fact
include ambient temperature, solar intensity, and
that it receives more and extra direct sun light
wind speed. The productivity of the still of a (DS)
and having smaller space volume [28].
solar still was investigated and compared with a
G.M. Ayoub et al, (2015) investigated the
single slope (SS) still. Both DS and SS stills has the
experiment to a solar still desalination system
same area fabricated and tested by maintaining
with enhanced productivity. The novel change in
the depth of water in the basin with different
this investigation is an efficient and cost-effective
values after fixing the orientation. The results
design to solar stills especially in areas with
showed that the maximum distillate output
abundant sunshine. The sustainable modification
Research Paper
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of the solar still enhanced significantly its
productivity without forsaking its basic features.
The results indicated the new system gives higher
output with an average leverage in daily
productivity of 200 percent and also another
benefit is solving the stagnation problem which is
usually develops in conventional stills basin. As
shown in the figure 1 [29].
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to the proposed design. The integrating effect of
the still base with internal reflectors using solar
storage water heater and gravel material on the
performance of modified solar still was studied
experimentally. The two solar stills were tested
during February to July 2014 under varying
weather conditions of Baghdad-Iraq. The results
indicated that integrating the solar still with
internal reflective panels increases the water
distiller productivity by 18.5 percent and using
collector/storage solar heater and gravel material
improves the productivity by 48 percent.[32]
W.
H.
Alawee,
(2015),
studied
experimentally the productivity improving of
single effect double slope solar still by little
modification.
This
done
by
modifying
conventional still in a way that the distilled basin
Figure 1: Conventional solar still (left) and new
is larger than distillation basin. so that providing
system (right) [29]
increase in the condensation surface and speeding
S.A. El-Agouz et al, (2015) studied the design
up the condensation process. Two stills were
of solar water desalination using an air bubble
made. One was conventional design and another
column humidifier. The air flow rate, water
was made according to the proposed design. The
temperature effect, water height, and sieve's hole
two solar stills tested during the period of
diameter on desalination performance was
February to July 2009 under varying weather
investigated .Results shows air bubbling
conditions of Basra-Iraq. It was noticed through
humidification is an efficient technique and can be
the results that the modified still gives about 18%used in the humidification dehumidification
24% higher distillate than the conventional one
systems. The outlet air from the bubble columns is
for the same basin condition. As well the
always saturated and also the efficiency, gain
geographical location to city of Basra was
output ratio and productivity are affected strongly
important to conduct the experiments, where has
by water inlet temperature and air flow rate to the
significant positive effects on productivity due to
humidifier. The best performance is noticed from
high solar radiation intensity throughout the
sieve with 0.001 m hole diameter and the air
year.[ 33]
bubble column achieves higher performance than
D. Sonawane et al. (2015), Investigated
for the conventional humidifier [30].
experimentally to enhancing of solar still
W. M. El-Maghlany (2015) investigated an
productivity by optimizing angle of PCM
optimization approach of double slope solar still
embedded absorber surface. The PCM were the
geometry for maximum solar energy collection.
thermal energy storage material, also it were
The optimum cover inclination angles of the
compared modified still with conventional still.
double type and maximum collected solar energy
The results indicated that using angle variation
orientation for that could be captured by the still
and PCM with solar still is cost effective and viable
cover. The inclination angle changed from 10˚
in enhancing the evaporation rate and thermal
degrees to 60˚ degrees on both sides of the cover
conductivity. The daily productivity of freshwater
to get the optimum inclination angles. It is
increased compared to conventional solar still. It
observed through the optimum tilt of the cover
was found that productivity increased by 62% at
glass of the double slope type is not necessary to
34° in comparison with other angles. [34]
be symmetrical but should has values depends on
Y. Taamneh, (2016) investigated the
the direction of each surface with respect to the
Influence of Jordanian zeolite on the performance
south. The inclination angles of a tilted surface
of a still. He introduced experimental and CFD
equal 10˚ are the optimum tilt of the symmetrical
simulation studies. The still performance was
double slope type without any change of the
evaluated under Jordanian weather conditions.
orientation due south.[ 31]
Also, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
W. H. Alawee et al, (2015) Investigated
simulations were performed for experiments
the improving performance of a double slope
carried out with 2 identical stills of pyramidsolar still by three methods which work at the
shape. The first one filled with Jordanian zeolitesame time. The two solar stills were made, one
seawater and the second one with seawater only.
conventional design and another made according
A volume-of-fluid (VOF) model was used to
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emulate the inter phase change through
as well reduction in cavity volume between the
evaporation-condensation between water vapor
glass surface and absorber surface. This led to
and zeolite-water inside the 2 solar stills. It was
more condensation and evaporation [38].
noticed that the CFD results were in good
M. K. Dube et al, (2017 ) studied the
agreement with the experimental results.
performance of solar still with stearic acid as PCM.
Moreover, the stills with zeolite provide an
The performance of stepped solar still for stearic
increase in water temperature especially after
acid using as a phase change material was studied.
midday. Since the zeolite acts as a heat source for
The results showed the performance of solar still
the basin water [35].
gets affected by design parameters like basin area,
L. Sahota et al, (2016) studied the effect
depth of water, orientation of still, temperature of
of Al2O3 nanoparticles on the performance of
inlet water, water glass temperature difference.
passive double slope solar still. They studied the
Moreover, using of phase change material is an
productivity of passive double slope solar still
important technique for improving the
with base fluid (water) based Al2O3 nanofluid for
performance of solar still. Also, it was showed that
the of New Delhi, India conditions for two
stepped solar still with pyramidal glass cover
different masses 35 kg and 80 kg. Also, the effect
were method of improving yield using phase
of different concentrations of Al2O3 nanoparticle
change material as stearic acid [39].
on fluid temperature, internal heat transfer
M. A. Hammadi et al, (2019 ), Presented
coefficients, thermal conductivity and yield of the
the experimental investigation of solar still under
fluid has also been analyzed. The results shows
various conditions. The insulation and water level
the daily yield increases on increasing the
effect on the yield output using linear basin single
concentration of Al2O3 nanoparticle in the base
slope still was investigated. The test done during
fluid.[ 36]
2017, May to August in Mosul-Iraq. The results
A. Agrawal et al, (2017) studied the
yield output of the still increasing by using
productivity of heat transfer coefficients of a
thermal insulation. Also a decrease with the water
single slope single basin solar still in Indian
level increase, with and without insulation. It is
climatic
condition.
Theoretical
and the
concluded that the water level and insulation play
experimental comparison results obtained for a
important role in the process of passive solar
single sloped basin type. For a number of
desalination. Also, the desalination process has
parameters the experimental results obtained for
significant value at night.[40].
the solar still for various water depths ranging
Hybrid Solar Desalination System.
from 2-10 cm. These results compared with the
It is system which solar energy is added
theoretical results of thermal model of the still. It
to
the
passive
system by an external source is fed
is observed that the cumulative distillate output
thermal
energy
into the basin of passive solar by
decreases with the increase of basin water depth.
heat
exchanger
for increasing the Efficiency and
The theoretical values of glass cover temperature,
productivity,
so
called the active solar type. The
basin water temperature, daily efficiency, basin
external source may be flat plate collector,
temperature, and distillate output are compared
parabolic trough collector and solar dish
with experimental ones. It found that there is a
concentrator, et cetera.
good agreement between the experimental and
H.Tanaka et al, (2006) Compared the
theoretical values. 20 percent approximately
theoretical
study of a basin still with external and
found to be as maximum variation. [37]
internal
reflectors.
They utilized geometrical
V. Ramanathan et al, (2017) presented
method
to
calculate
the
solar radiation reflected
experimental investigation on productivity of
by
the
external
and
internal
reflectors absorbed
modified single-basin solar still with a flat plate
on
the
basin
liner.
The
numerical
investigation of
absorber. It was placed a flat mica plate embedded
mass
and
heat
transfer
in
the
still
shows that the
in the solar still to augment evaporation of the
external
and
internal
reflectors
can
remarkably
water from the input saline water. The flat plate
increase
the
solar
radiation
absorbed
on
the basin
absorber was placed such that it is parallel to the
liner.
Moreover,
the
daily
amounts
of
distillate
glass cover of the still to maximize the absorption
increase
throughout
the
year
except
for the
of solar radiations. It is observed that the modified
summer season. The gain would be negligible in
still has an increase in output compared to the
the summer time and the daily increase amounts
conventional one. That is because of the absorber
by adding the external or internal reflector is
plate is parallel to the glass surface and
higher in the winter and lower in the summer
approximately equal to the latitude of this place.
[41].
Resulting in maximum solar radiations absorption
Research Paper
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H. B. Bacha et al, (2007) studied the
that the output of still is greater from bottom tray
numerical modeling of the desalination unit
compared to upper. Also noticed that the radiation
coupled with a storage tank and solar collectors.
intensity and output is a maximum for April
The developed mathematical models to give the
month than May[45].
ability to estimate the performance of the system
A. KUHE et al, (2016) studied the
under climatic conditions. making the choice of
distillate yield improvement using a parabolic
the proper design in relation to the desired usage.
dish reflector coupled single slope basin solar still
The whole study based on experimental data
with thermal energy storage using bees wax. They
under real conditions. Also mathematical models
designed a single slope solar still integrated with
carried out and used for simulation of 3 different
latent heat thermal energy storage system coupled
configurations solar hot water systems. The first
to a parabolic concentrator for improving
mode was hot water storage tank with 2 internal
productivity. Bees wax was used as phase change
heat exchangers. The second mode was a hot
material. The effect was investigated of phase
water storage tank with one heat exchanger. The
change material; a solar still without phase change
results observed the modeling and simulation
material was used to compare with the solar still
achieved that a divided hot water tank with heat
with phase change material. It was noticed the
exchanger increases considerably the production
average daily productivity of the parabolic
of distilled water than that obtained with the
concentrator coupled single slope single basin
others designs [42].
solar still can be increased by 62 percent with
S. Kumar et al, (2009) investigated the
bees wax of still [46].
life cycle cost analysis of single slope hybrid
A. Davani
et
al, (2017)
studied
(PV/T) active solar still. Based on the annual
experimentally a multistage water desalination
performance at 0.05 m water depth. The effects of
system utilizing an evacuated parabolic solar
various parameters, namely life of the system,
trough with a solar tracker. The performance of
interest rate and the maintenance cost had been
multi-stage water has been studied experimental
taken into account. The results indicated the
investigation. The desalination still connected to a
annual distillate yield from hybrid active solar still
solar parabolic trough with focal pipe. The results
is 3.5 times higher than the passive solar still and
indicated a very good output compared to the
economic in comparison to the bottled water
ordinary basin type. The production was higher
available. Also payback periods found of the
than that of conventional basin stills and even
hybrid (PV/T) active and passive solar still were
multi-stage stills coupled with flat plate collectors,
estimated to be in range of 1.1 to 6.2 years and 3.3
well as
the distillation capacity can be
to 23.9 years, respectively, depending on selling
significantly increased where the tested system is
price of distilled water [43].
just a two-stage laboratory prototype. If the
Z.M. Omara et al, (2013) Investigated the
numbers of stages increased the high production
performance of hybrid of solar dish concentrator
can also be reached since each stage begins to
by using a new boiler and simple solar collector
produce distilled water when the temperature
for brackish water desalination. The installation
reached more than 42 degrees. [47]
and design of solar dish concentrator was studied
D.B. Singh et al, (2017) investigated the
for two axes tracking system performed using an
theoretical analysis to enhancethe energy metrics
open-loop control based on programmable logic
of double slope solar still by incorporating N
controllers. Moreover, Glass mirrors are used as
identical photovoltaic thermal (PVT) collectors. It
reflective surface for dish concentrator. The
was analyze the double slope still by
results indicated the daily average of distillate
incorporating a number of identical partially
water was 6.7 l/m2/day for solar dish
covered PVT collectors to assess the enhancement
concentrator with preheating of brackish water,
in energy metrics under optimized condition with
while the distillate productivity was 3l/m2/day
similar condition. The results indicated that
for conventional solar still [44].
(N.PVT.FPC.DS) "double slope thermal flat plate
Nithin P. K
et al, (2014) Studied
collectors active system" performs better than
experimentally of the effect of double type solar
(N.PVT.CPC.DS) double slope still incorporated
distillation system coupled with flat plate
with a number identical PVT compound parabolic
collector. The study conducted at different depths
concentrator collectors and (CDSSS) conventional
of water. It was studied comparison the output
double slope still on the basis of cost of distillate
between bottom and upper tray. Also, compared
output and energy metrics.[ 48]
of still yield at months (April and May). The
J. S. Al- Rukabie (2018), Designed the two
results indicated the maximum solar still yield
identical of double slope solar still with same
with the water depth 0.025 m, they were noticed
specifications to and improve their productivity
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under climate conditions in south of Iraq. One of
distillate output data set for conventional still and
solar stills was subjected to modifications in order
still with or without reflectors and phase change
to increase the productivity and compare with
material .The double slope still used to correlate
non-modified solar still. Covering the basin of
variation of distillate output with the still basin
solar still with black piece of cloth and by adding
and PCM, glass cover temperatures with and
to charcoal powder on top of black piece of cloth
without reflectors for different types. The
,as well using reflection mirrors. The results
experimental testes indicated when adding the
indicate to the modification of double slope solar
reflectors leads to increasing insolation as well
still which use black cloth, charcoal powder, and
the PCM used for increasing the period of
reflection mirrors leading to increase the
operation of still after sunset. Also, the
productivity, also the productivity increase with
temperature and distillate output data can be used
the depth of the water low in the solar still basin.[
to analyze the behavior of stills for its
49]
effectiveness and efficiency in terms of distillate
S. V. Kumbhar (2019), proposed a
yield.[ 50]
symmetrical system double slope solar still
TABLE 1 SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS SYSTEMS.
Ref. No.
7

Authors
S. D. Odeh
et al

year
2006

Article title
"Optimization of parabolic trough solar
collector system"

8

R.V. Padilla
et al

2011

"Heat transfer analysis of parabolic trough
solar receiver"

9

G.
Kumaresan
et al

2012

"Performance studies of a solar parabolic
trough collector with a thermal energy
storage system"

10

Z. h. Liu et
al

2014

"A novel integrated solar desalination
system with multi-stage evaporation/heat
recovery processes"

11

P. D. TagleSalazar et
al

2018

"Heat transfer model for thermal
performance analysis of parabolic trough
solar collectors using Nano fluids"

12

D. Korres
et al

2018

"Investigation of a nanofluid-based
compound parabolic trough solar collector
under laminar flow conditions"

13

Q.F. Chen et
al

2019

"Practical performance of a small PTC
solar heating system in winter"

Suggestion
Experimental study of
parabolic trough solar
collector system at same
boundary conditions.
"Heat transfer analysis
of parabolic trough solar
receiver" with change
fluid flow or change rim
angle
Numerical analysis of
solar parabolic trough
collector and compared
with
experimental
results
at
same
conditions
Modeling
of
solar
desalination
system
with multi stage and
compared with the
experimental results.
Use other types of Nanofluid
and compared
with the current solar
still system at same
parameter conditions.
Experimental study of a
nanofluid-based
compound
parabolic
trough solar collector
under laminar flow
conditions
CFD analysis for the
small PTC solar heating
system and compared
with
experimental
results.

TABLE 2 SOLAR DESALINATION SYSTEMS.
Ref.
No
14

Authors

year

N. TIWARI et
al,

1984

Research Paper

Article title
"Transient Performance of a Single Basin
Solar Still with Water Flowing Over the

Suggestion
The experimental study of
by using shaded Glass Cover
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15

Glass Cover"
"Modelling and Performance of a Tubular
Multiwick Solar Still"
"Parametric investigation of a doubleeffect solar still in comparison with a
single-effect solar still"

A. KUMART et
al
H. Al-Hinai et
al

1992

17

R. Tripathi et
al

2004

"Performance evaluation of a solar still by
using the concept of solar fractionation"

18

A. Hanson et
al

2004

"Distillate water quality of a single-basin
solar still: laboratory and field studies"

19

A.A.EI –Sebaii
et al

2009

"Thermal performance of a single basin
solar still with PCM as a storage medium"

20

A. Ahsan et
al

2009

"Production Model of New Tubular Solar
Still and Its Productivity Characteristics"

21

K. Murugavel
et al

2010

"Single basin double slope solar still with
minimum basin depth and energy storing
materials"

22

F. F. Tabrizi et
al

2010

"Experimental investigation of a weirtype cascade solar still with built-in latent
heat thermal energy storage system"

23

A . Ahsan et al

2010

"Mass and heat transfer model of Tubular
Solar Still"

24

Ali A. F et al

2012

25

M.R.
Rajamanickam
et al
T. Arunkumar
et al

2012

27

M. Zerrouki et
al

2014

"Experimental Performance Analysis of a
Solar Distillation System with PCM
Storage"
"Influence of Water Depth on Internal
Heat and Mass Transfer in a Double Slope
Solar Still"
"The augmentation of distillate yield by
using concentrator coupled solar still
with phase change material"
"Simulation study of a capillary film solar
still coupled with a conventional solar
still in south Algeria"

28

H. M. Ahmed
et al

2014

"Different Configurations on Solar Still
Productivity"

29

G.M. Ayoub et
al

2015

"A Solar Still Desalination System with
Enhanced Productivity"

30

S.A. El-Agouz
et al

2015

"Solar water desalination using an air
bubble column humidifier"

16

26
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2002

2013
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New design with squared
cross section of solar still
Change in the depth of
water in the basin to
improvement
of
productivity
Using the advanced sot
wear such as finite element
procedures to evaluated the
performance
of
solar
system
Using ANSYS soft wear to
simulate the performance of
single basin solar still.
Change the PCM type and
redesign of the double slope
solar system
Using ANSYS soft wear to
simulate the performance
Tubular Solar Still and
compared
with
the
experimental data
Change the depth of water
in basin and use the
numerical soft wear such as
STAR-CCM+ to simulate the
performance
of
solar
system.
Use the double slope solar
system and ANSYS soft wear
to simulate the performance
of solar system
Use the Comsol soft wear to
predicate the performance
of Tubular Solar Still
Investigate the performance
of double slope solar still
with change of PCM .
Use the ANSYS soft wear to
analysis the performance of
solar system
Use the STAR-CCM+ soft
wear to analysis the
performance of solar system
Experimental study and
design of the capillary film
solar still and compared
with the simulated results.
Use the ANSYS soft wear to
comparison
the
performance of different
types of solar still system
Use the STAR-CCM+ soft
wear to simulate
the
performance of solar still
system
Use the ANSYS soft wear to
simulate the air bubble
column
humidifier
performance of system and
comparison
with
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31

W. M.
Maghlany

El-

2015

32

W. H. Alawee
et al

2015

33

W. H. Alawee

2015

"Improving the productivity of single
effect double slope solar still by simple
modification"

34

D. Sonawane
et al

2015

"Research Paper on Enhancing Solar Still
Productivity by Optimizing Angle of PCM
Embedded Absorber Surface"

35

Y. Taamneh

2016

"Influence of Jordanian zeolite on the
performance of a solar still: experiments
and CFD simulation studies"

36

L. Sahota et al

2016

"Effect of Al2O3 nanoparticles on the
performance of passive double slope
solar still"

37

A. Agrawal et
al

2017

38

V.
Ramanathan
et al

2017

"Heat
transfer
coefficients
and
productivity of a single slope single basin
solar still in Indian climatic condition:
Experimental
and
theoretical
comparison"
"Experimental study on productivity of
modified single-basin solar still with a flat
plate absorber"

39

M. K. Dube et
al

2017

"A Study of Performance of Solar Still
with Stearic Acid as PCM"

40

M.
Hammadi
al

2019

"Experimental Study of Solar Still Under
Influence of Various Conditions"

A.
et

"An approach to optimization of double
slope solar still geometry for maximum
collected solar energy"
"An Experimental Study on Improving
The Performance of A Double Slope Solar
Still"

experimental results.
Experimental
study
to
evaluate
the
optimum
angles of solar still system
Use the STAR-CCM+ soft
wear to analysis the
performance of modified
solar system
Use the COMSOL soft wear
to analysis the performance
of
solar
system
and
compare
with
the
experimental results.
Use the other geometry of
solar still and compared
with the conventional solar
still system by using ANSYS
soft wear.
Use the double slope solar
system
with
zeolite
seawater and compared
with CFD results.
Use an other types of Nano
fluids and change the type
of solar still system to single
slope.
Change the shape of solar
system to double slope with
same parameter conditions.
Used an other types of
collectors with the same
solar system and compared
with
the
results
of
conventional solar still.
Use the other types of PCM
such as Lauric acid and
Myristic acid
Change the shape of solar
system to double slope
system and compared with
the conventional system at
same conditions.

TABLE 3 HYBRID SOLAR DESALINATION SYSTEMS.
Ref.
No
41

Authors

year

H.Tanaka et al

2006

"Theoretical analysis of a basin type
solar still with internal and external
reflectors"

42

H. B. Bacha et
al

2007

43

S. Kumar et al

2009

"Desalination unit coupled with solar
collectors and a storage tank:
modelling and simulation"
"Life cycle cost analysis of single
slope hybrid (PV/T) active solar
still"

44

Z.M. Omara et
al

2013

Research Paper

Article title

"Hybrid of solar dish concentrator,
new boiler and simple solar collector

Suggestion
Experimental
study
of
performance of single slope solar
still with internal and external
reflectors
Experimental
study
of
performance of solar collectors
and a storage tank
Change the shape of solar system
to the double slope solar system
and compared with the single
slope system
Numerical analysis of Hybrid of
solar dish concentrator and
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for brackish water desalination"
45

Nithin P. K et
al

2014

46

A. KUHE et al

2016

47

A. Davani et al

2017

48

D.B. Singh et al

2017

49

J.
S.
Rukabie

2018

"Double Slope Solar Still: Study,
Design and Improve Productivity"

50

S. V. Kumbhar

2019

"Double slope solar still distillate
output data set for conventional still
and still with or without reflectors
and PCM using high TDS water
samples"

Al-

"Experimental Analysis of Double
Effect Type Solar Still Integrated
with Liquid Flat Plate Collector"
"Distillate yield improvement using a
parabolic dish reflector coupled
single slope basin solar still with
thermal energy storage using
beeswax"
"Experimental
analysis
of
a
multistage
water
desalination
system utilizing an evacuated
parabolic solar trough with a solar
tracker"
"Enhancement in energy metrics of
double slope solar still by
incorporating N identical PVT
collectors"

Conclusion:A lot of research has been used to develop the
production capacity of distilled water using solar
energy, and an important point of this research is:
1- Adding heat storage materials and change
phase materials to increase the production
capacity.
2- Many influencing factors, including water
depth, solar radiation, direction, angle of
incidence, single and double slope and flat plate
and parabola and use of insulating materials.
3- The sun tracking systems have a clear effect
to increasing the production capacity of the solar
desalination systems.
4- Most theoretical studies have been close to
practical results.
5- Good and close results from using different
radiant energies with conventional radiation like
(N.PVT.FPC.DS).
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